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1. The modeling domain 

 

 

Fig. S-1. Simulation domains at 36-km over East Asia and 12-km over the eastern China.
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2. Evaluation of column CO and NO2 abundance 
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Fig. S-2. Spatial distributions of monthly-mean column CO concentrations from 

observations (left) and simulations (right) in Jan., Apr., Jul. and Oct. 2008. 
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Fig. S-3. Spatial distributions of monthly-mean column NO2 concentrations from observations (left) 

and simulations (right) in Jan, Apr, Jul and Oct 2008.
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3. Difference of spatial distributions of variables simulated at 36- and 12-km 

As shown in Figure S-4, surface concentrations of NO2 in all four months show 

similar spatial patterns of percentage difference between 12- and 36-km simulations, with 

the largest discrepancy occurred in Jul. and lowest in Jan. over whole domain. The mountain 

areas in China (e.g., Mt. Changbai in the northeast of China, Mt. Taihang, Mt. Qinling, and 

Mt. Wushan in the central China, Mt. Wuling, Mt. Nanling, and Mt. Wuyi in the southern 

China) and Taiwan show relatively higher percentage differences (with large than 50% or 

lower than -50% discrepancy) in all four months. More than 50% difference is also found 

over the coastal areas along the borderline from PRD to Shanghai.  These large differences 

indicate a greater sensitivity of NO2 chemistry (thus concentrations) to regions with 

complex terrain or meteorology such as mountain and coastal areas. Difference between 

finer and coarse grid resolutions of surface O3 concentrations in Jan. and Apr. are positive 

over the whole domain, with more than 15% and 3-9% higher O3 mixing ratios at 12-km 

than those at 36-km in Jan. and Apr., respectively. Percentage differences are negative in Jul. 

and Oct. over most domain with 3-6% lower O3 at 12-km than 36-km. Those differences 

may be caused by different O3 production rates (Cohan et al., 2006) or different competing 

rates of chemistry and transport of NOx (Jang et al., 1995) at a different grid resolution 

during different seasons. For example, O3 chemistry is VOC-limited in Jan. but becomes 

NOx-limited in Jul. (see Part II paper, Liu et al., 2010). O3 formation is sensitive to 

emissions of VOCs in Jan. which may be higher at 12-km than at 36-km, leading to higher 

O3 formation. In Jul., NOx emissions at 12-km are also higher than at 36-km, which would 

enhance O3 formation. On the other hand, however, higher NO emissions may lead to higher 

NO, thus higher rate of titration of O3 at night, this effect may have dominated over the 

increase in O3 formation due to higher NOx emissions, leading to lower daily-mean 1-hr O3 

at 12-km. PM10 concentrations to grid resolutions in all four months show similar 
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characteristics with surface NO2, with more sensitive areas occurring over the mountain and 

coastal areas (differences > 20%). Higher PM10 concentrations occur primarily in the 

northeastern China in Jan. and throughout the eastern China in other months at 12-km than 

at 36-km. Similarly to surface NO2, column NO2 also shows no clear seasonal trend of 

spatial discrepancy at different grid resolutions. However, it is slightly more sensitive to grid 

resolution than surface concentrations of NO2.  Compared with the surface PM10, AODs 

are less sensitive to grid resolutions. Larger differences in simulated AODs are found over 

the Mountain areas than the plain areas such as the North China Plain and YRD. Larger than 

10% difference in AODs occur in Jul. over the northern and southeastern China such as Mt. 

Wuyishan area, which may be resulted from differences of simulated local circulations such 

as Asian monsoon circulation at different grid resolutions. Simulated AODs are quite 

sensitive to grid resolutions in Taiwan, with obvious lower AODs over mountains in the 

west and higher AODs over plain areas in the east at 12-km. Differences in land surface 

characteristics, such as terrain heights and land use at different grid resolutions may 

contribute to these differences, because they can influence the development and structure of 

local circulations and subsequently affect other factors such as precipitation amount and wet 

deposition. These findings are consistent with Queen and Zhang (2008) who reported the 

largest model sensitivity to horizontal grid resolutions at the mountain sites and larger 

difference in the precipitation amounts simulated at various resolutions over more complex 

terrain regions. 
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Fig. S-4. Percentage difference between predicted surface concentrations of NO2, 1-hr max O3, PM10, column 

concentrations of NO2, and AODs at 12- and 36-km (i.e., (Sim_12km - Sim_36km) *100/Sim_36km). 


